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1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Transition Reform Groupis examining the transition of students from second-level into higher
education and how that may be improved. To aid this examination, the Department of Education
and Skills hosted a one-day consultation event with 5th and 6th year students on ‘transition reform’.
The exact purpose of this consultation event was to hear the views of senior cycle students on the
proposals to significantly reduce the number of programme offerings for a broader graduate entry
and to reduce the number of grading bands used in the Leaving Certificate. The overall perception of
the Leaving Certificate was also explored.
Fifty six 5th and 6th year students, predominantly nominated through Comhairle na nÓg, participated
in the consultation event, with two students representing the Irish Secondary-Level Students Union.
The participants strongly welcomed the opportunity to contribute to a discussion on an issue about
which they feel so passionately and which has such an impact on their lives. The consultation
employed participative practices to enable the young people to self-select the themes for discussion
in the morning session and to ensure their views were at the fore. Encouraged by the process and
the facilitators, the participants were forthright with their views and sharp and incisive in their
observations leading to a very rich discussion on the issues.
OVERALL PERCEPTION OF THE LEAVING CERTIFICATE
The overall perception of the Leaving Certificate was extremely unfavourable, viewing the system
as deeply flawed, unfair and one that is:
 Entirely exam-focused rather than learning or knowledge focused;
 Dominated and driven by a tactical andcompetitive ‘points game’ and CAO process;
 Imposing rote learning, stunting creative learning and teaching;
 Curriculum-heavy, resulting in time-pressured teaching and ‘cramming’ and;
 Making the transition from second level to third level a difficult one.
The impact on senior cycle students is obviously adverse, where students have or are:
 Feeling under significant and constant pressure and stress with no time for exercise or a
social life to alleviate that stress;
 Discouraged from independent thinking;
 Making subject choices based on what is easier to rote learn;
 Making career choices based on points rather than what they are passionate about;
 Making life-defining decisions at too young an age and pressurised by CAO deadlines;
 Given no chance to be creative or expressive;
 Unprepared for life after school.
Given their overall perception of the Leaving Certificate, it is no surprise that the participants were
also strong in the view that the senior cycle of second level needs to be reviewed.
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BROADER ENTRY
Despite these reservations, the participants prioritised a number of features that should be
central to any new broader undergraduate entry mechanism(see pages 12-14 for detail on the
broader entry mechanisms proposed), including:
 Delayed decision-making on course and career choices;
 An option to change your mind on course choice;
 A clear system of application;
 Broad choices of course options;
 An unbiased selection process;
 Reduced stress and pressure.
Any new entry mechanism should also ensure to eliminate a points system that is competitive,
unpredictable, unforgiving and dependent on exams that encourage a memory game. It should
not delay specialisation for those who know what they want nor result in general degrees that
are perceived as inferior.
The participants were also given the opportunity to record any ‘new ideas’, the majority of which
also focused on alternative entry mechanisms to third level education and are outlined on page
16.

GRADING BANDS
Three new grading bands were presented to the participants; a ‘broad scale’, ‘11-point scale’ and
‘10% scale’ (see page 17 for details on the grading bands presented). Again this discussion was
contextualised by the view that changing the grading system did not constitute significant
enough reform on the basis that all three proposed scenarios were still centred on the CAO and
points system and no one of the scenarios would address rote learning, cramming or bad
teaching. On the three grading scenarios presented:
 There was almost no support for the ‘Broad Scale’ scenario;
 25% of the participants supported the ‘11-point scale’ as it rewarded hard work and the
grading bands allowed for a higher level in each band and were not ‘degrading’ on the basis
that there were fewer ‘fail’ grades;
 The demerits of the ‘11-point’ scale were also considered significant on the basis of its
similarity to the current system and because it was unforgiving and confusing;
 73% supported the ‘10% scale’ as it was deemed the fairest of all three scenarios presented
because it had no unnecessary failure grades, more passing grades, is less elitist and is likely to
result in less pressure. However, the participants also pointed out that they only made this
their preference because they had to choose one of the three.
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2

OVERVIEW

The Transition Reform Group, chaired by the Secretary General of the Department of Education and
Skills, is examining the transition of students from second-level into higher education and how that
may be improved. To aid this examination, the Department of Education and Skills (DES) hosted a
consultation event with 5th and 6th year students on ‘transition reform’. The event was hosted in
partnership with the Department of Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA) whose expertise in consulting
with young people guided this process. The one-day consultation event was held in the Clock Tower
Building in the DES on October 30th, 2013.
Three commitments for combined and concurrent action across second and third levels to alleviate
the pressure on the Leaving Certificate have been made in the report ‘Supporting a better transition
from second level to Higher Education’. The exact purpose of this consultation event was to hear the
views of senior cycle students on two of these proposed commitments, namely ‘broadening entry’
and ‘grading’, and in addition, their perception of the Leaving Certificate was also sought. There is a
separate process to obtain the views of senior cycle students on the third commitment
(‘predictability’).
Availing of the expertise in the DCYA on ‘participative practices’, the consultation was framed in a
way to ensure that the initial themes for discussion were self-identified by the participants. To
further ensure that the voice of the participants is at the fore of this process, this report outlines the
outcomes, as reached and prioritised by them and uses direct quotations, where possible.While the
quotations used may be from one participant or table, they are used to reflect the general view of
participants.
2.1
SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS
Senior cycle students from each of the 34 Comhairlí na nÓg throughout the country were invited to
attend the consultation. Comhairlí na nÓg provide a forum for children and young people to discuss
local and national issues of relevance to them. Delegates from Comhairle na nÓg are elected to
represent their local area at the annual Dáil na nÓg. Comhairle na nÓg and Dáil na nÓg are
recognised as the official structures for participation by children and young people in the
development of policies and services. Two students from the Irish Secondary-Level Students Union
(ISSU) also participated. Fifty-six5th and 6th year students, broadly representative of gender and
location (see Figures 2.1and 2.2 below), attended the one-day consultation event.
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Figure 2.1

Figure 2.2

GENDER

Female
57%

LOCATION
Male
43%

Connaught
15%

Leinster
41%

Ulster
9%

Munster
35%

2.2
METHODOLOGY
Seven workshops, with approximately eight participants each, were led by an individual facilitator.
All of the workshops used the ‘Placemat’ method which allows the participants to record their views
and opinions at any point throughout the discussion. While one facilitator leads the discussion for
each group of 8-10 young people, the young people are encouraged to document their own notes
and views as well. The facilitator can also note any key points on the Placemat which can be
physically moved around on the table so that all participants can see and directly interact with any
section of the recorded information at any point. The author of this report was present in an
observatory capacity on the day and documented the notes from each of the workshops to inform
the report.
2.21 IDENTIFICATION OF WORKSHOP THEMES FOR DISCUSSION
To explore their overall perception of the Leaving Certificate, the participants were invited to
provide as many answers as they liked to the question: “If an American came to Ireland what words
would come to mind to explain the Leaving Certificate?”The resulting ideas posted by the
participants were then grouped by theme(outlined in Section 3.1 on page 8). Having self-identified
the workshop themes for discussion, the participants were invited to self-select their workshop of
choice before they would be afforded an opportunity to discuss a second workshop topic for a
shorter period.
A brief summary of the main points emerging from the workshops as a whole was presented to the
participants before lunch.
The afternoon sessions focused on the two commitments to alleviate the pressure on the Leaving
Certificate, namely ‘broader entry’ and new ‘grading band’ options.
2.22 BROADER ENTRY
At the workshop session on ‘Broader Entry’, the participants were invited to discuss the ‘strengths’
and ‘weaknesses’ of both the ‘current scenario’ and the ‘potential future scenario’, as had been
outlined to them in a presentation made by Muiris O’Connor from the Higher Education Authority
(HEA). The process also allowed for the participants to suggest any new ideas or important features
for any new system. At the end of the discussion, the participants were allotted three ‘sticky dots’ to
prioritise the most important ‘strengths’ and a further three ‘sticky dots’ to highlight the greatest
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‘weaknesses’ of either the current or potential future scenarios. This vote was taken to indicate the
key features that the participants thought were important to retain or include (strengths) or
eliminate (weaknesses) in any new system.
2.23 ‘GRADING BAND’ OPTIONS
The final workshop session, which had to be truncated due to time constraints, was on three
proposed new ‘grading band’ options. Again, the participants were invited to note the strengths and
weaknesses of each of the three options, as presented to them by Aoife Conduit, DES. The
participants were then invited to vote on their preferred option of the three presented and
discussed.
2.3
PROGRAMME
The full programme for the consultation event held in the Clock Tower Building in the Department of
Education on October 30th is outlined in Appendix 1.
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3

OUTCOMES & ANALYSIS: OVERALL PERCEPTION OF THE LEAVING CERTIFICATE

3.1
WORKSHOP THEMES
To explore their overall perception of the Leaving Certificate, the participants were invited to
provide as many answers as they liked to the question: “If an American came to Ireland what words
would come to mind to explain the Leaving Certificate?”








The resulting ideas posted by the participants were then grouped by theme, as follows:
Cramming & Memory/Rote Learning for Exams;
Hard Work & Study;
Pressure and Stress1;
It decides your future;
Number of Subjects;
Points System.

In each of these themed workshops, the participants were asked to explore ‘what effect is this
(theme) having on....
 Individual young people;
 The way you are taught and;
 The education system.
There was considerable overlap in the themes discussed under each of these headings. The key
issues that emerged are outlined below.
1

Although ‘pressure and stress’ had the largest number of individual post-its, only two people opted to
participate in this workshop so it was merged with the workshop on ‘hard work and study’. Due to their
popularity, two workshops each were held on ‘It decides your future’ and the ‘Points System’.
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3.2

EFFECT ON INDIVIDUAL YOUNG PEOPLE

3.21 STRESS & PRESSURE
Stress and pressure accounted for the single biggest number of ‘post-its’
when first asked for words to describe the Leaving Certificate. The
participants felt that the Leaving Certificate“puts a lot of needless stress
into the life of a young person” and often resulted in panic attacks,
insomnia and stress-related illness. There was a sense that Leaving
Certificate students “always feel stressed” and in more extreme instances
“lose hope and give up” or “turn to drink and smoke”. The fact that “the
smallest amount of points can make or break your future” and that
“points keep changing” were some of the contributing factors to the
pressure and stress. Competition among studentsas well as feeling that
“people have high expectations” of students were also significant factors.
3.22 LACK OF PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
To add to the stress, students also felt that they had “no social life” and “no time for exercise”.
Indeed some participants felt that “if you are involved in out-of-school activities, it can cause more
stress” and that “teachers put pressure on students to stop out-of-school activities”.
There was also a general feeling that “you don’t learn life lessons from the Leaving Certificate” and
nor does it prepare you for life after school.
3.23 MAKING LIFE DECISIONS AT TOO YOUNG AN AGE
“How are you supposed to know at the age of 16 or 17 what you want your future to be?”
One of the biggest direct effects on young people was the fact that “your future depends on points”
and that they were “too young to make decisions on the future”. The participants even felt that
decisions about subject choices in 1st year and 2nd year impacted on the subject choices they could
make for their Leaving Certificate and that this impacted on their selection of college course. In all
instances, the participants felt that they were being asked to make life decisions that potentially
define their career and life paths at too young an age. They also felt that there were few
opportunities to change their mind, all of which led to increased stress and feeling under pressure.
3.24 WAY OF LEARNING
One of the biggest effects of the Leaving Certificate on students was the way it forced them to learn.
They felt that they were discouraged from thinking for themselves and that the information they
learn “is not applicable to everyday life”. This made the transition to third level more difficult
“because rote learning is not how it is done in third level”. The participants also felt strongly that
“some people are not book smart but are still intelligent” but that the Leaving Certificate exam
system did not acknowledge this.
3.25 SELECTION OF SUBJECTS
The young people also felt “forced to take on subjects you don’t want just to get points” and that it
was commonplace to pick subjects that you don’t like because they are ‘easier’ or easier to rote
learn. The participants also felt that there was not enough information given when making subject
choices.
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3.3

EFFECT ON THE WAY YOU ARE TAUGHT

3.31 EXAM-FOCUSED TEACHING&‘PLAYING THE
POINTS GAME’
There was overwhelming agreement that the Leaving
Certificate is entirely “exam-focused rather than
learning-focused” and that this was “a very narrow way
of being taught”. In short, students felt that they were
“in school for six years but it all leads up to a three
hour exam”. Moreover, the students complained that
there was “no emphasis on expanding your mind” as
teaching is solely focused on ‘points’ and not on
learning. The students felt that they were “not taught
to have an interest in the subject” and that they were “being taught the shortcuts instead of
understanding the subjects”. Ultimately, the students felt that “you are taught to beat the Leaving
Certificate, not the subject”.
The reason for being so exam-focused was to enable participants to “play the points game” as the
sole “aim is to get points, not focus on life skills”. Playing the ‘points game’ also forced students to
adopt tactics and exploit flaws and loopholes to gain extra points such as choosing subjects where
extra points were available (maths) and choosing to sit the Leaving Certificate in Irish, even where
this was not their preference and put them under considerable extra pressure. Students also
avoided subjects or learned to hate subjects on the basis of what points they could get in that
subject: “I used to love Irish, now I hate it because of the lack of points I will get from it”.
3.32 ROTE LEARNING
One of the biggest effects on the ‘way you are taught’ is the focus on ‘rote learning’. Students spoke
of being put under enormous pressure by teachers to “learn off by heart” and “word for word”.
Essentially students are taught to “learn chunks of information by heart, not to understand and
think for ourselves” and “remember the information, not understand it”. This resulted in students
feeling that they were ‘spoon-fed’ information as“teachers are telling people exactly how to answer
a question”. Moreover, they felt that there was no emphasis on their own knowledge or opinion as
they were simply “taught to memorise, not to inform or increase awareness of things that matter”.
3.33 TIME PRESSURED LEARNING
Because the “Leaving Certificate is a huge course and there is no time to cover it properly”, the
participants felt that “teachers rush through the course and don’t explain anything”. They
acknowledged that teachers are under pressure to complete the course but as a result “they don’t
care if you learn – they just have to get the course covered by the end of the year” although in
some cases “teachers are only teaching some parts of the” curriculum. The impact on students is
that “there is one speed rate – if you can’t keep up, it is your fault”. In some instances, “teachers
are not able to teach the whole curriculum fast enough so you are under pressure to finish it on top
of homework and study”. All in all, the students felt that no matter what their learning rate, the
huge volume in the courses teaches them to “cram and not to understand”.
3.34 STUNTED CREATIVITY
The participants felt that the entire Leaving Certificate process stunted the creativity of both
teachers and students. Because of the afore-mentioned time pressure that teachers are under as
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well as the need to be exam-focused and play the ‘points game’, the students felt that teachers did
not have an opportunity to be creative. Moreover, they felt that “we are not given the chance to be
creative and express ourselves and our talents” sometimes because “we have to do subjects we
have no interest in” and that this way of learning “encourages narrow minds”.








3.4
EFFECT ON THE EDUCATION SYSTEM IN IRELAND
The effects on the education system in Ireland are likely obvious from the points made in relation to
the effects on the individual young people who are in the system and the way that they are taught.
However, it is worth noting that the participants felt that the overall education system was “deeply
flawed” and “unfair”. Specifically the education system has become a system of learning that is:
Dominated by rote learning and where “examiners reward you for rote learning” rather than
understanding;
Exam-focused;
Time pressured and “putting pressure on teachers to teach everything in an unrealistic
timeframe”;
“Completely dictated by a competitive points system” that does not offer second chances. The
enormous focus on points also leads young people to “go into courses based on points instead of
interest and that is why there is a huge drop-out rate”(in third level).
There is also an:
Emphasis on information rather than life or practical skills that stunts personal development and
creativity.
3.5

SUMMARY OF KEY THEMES

The participants’ overall perception of the Leaving Certificate and education system is one that is:
 Entirely exam-focused rather than learning or knowledge focused;
 CAO driven and a tactical ‘points game’;
 Dominated by ‘rote learning’;
 Information-driven rather than skills driven;
 Curriculum-heavy, putting teachers and students under enormous time pressure and forcing
students to cram;
 Devoid of creative learning and teaching;
 Taught in a narrow, forced way;
 Unfair and flawed;
 Making the transition from second level to third level college and life very difficult.

This results in a student populace that has or is:
 Under enormous pressure and stress;
 No time for a social life or exercise;
 Unprepared for life after school;
 Rote-learning, cramming and discouraged from thinking for themselves;
 Selecting subjects that are easier to rote learn rather than what they are passionate about;
 Forced to take some subjects that are compulsory for university;
 Adopting tactics to play a ‘points game’;
 Choosing career paths based on points rather than interests;
 Making life decisions that define careers and life path at too young an age;
 No chance to be creative and express themselves and;
 No sense of direction in life.
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4

OUTCOMES & ANALYSIS: BROADER ENTRY

The commitment on ‘broadening entry’ is to significantly reduce the
number of programme offerings for a broader undergraduate entry. As
outlined in ‘Supporting a better transition from second level to Higher
Education’, (March 2013) it is hoped that broadening entry will ‘simplify
the complexity of choice and over-specialisation currently experienced by
second level students at too early a stage in their educational journey’ and
that this decrease in ‘stakes’ will combat some of the negative effects on
teaching and learning and result in a broader set of educational
experiences.
Before outlining what the participants considered the strengths and
weaknesses of the ‘current’ and ‘future’ scenarios presented, it is important to note that the
participants did not think that either of these scenarios addressed the wider issues with the Leaving
Certificate. Indeed they felt any discussion on the merits and demerits of the two scenarios outlined
was limited as it “avoided the actual problem which is that the system needs changing”. In short
they do not consider the Leaving Certificate as an appropriate “means of deciding how to get a
future and into college”. In addition, they thought that the entire senior cycle of second level needs
to be reformed and that as the proposed future scenario “still encourages a memory game” and
“still uses a points system”, it did not constitute significant enough reform.
4.1
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF ‘CURRENT’ & ‘FUTURE’ SCENARIOS
Following a presentation on the key features of the ‘current’ and proposed ‘future’ scenarios on
undergraduate entry, a summary of which is outlined in Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, the participants
were invited to explore the strengths and weaknesses of both scenarios, which are outlined below in
Table 4.1.
Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.2

Figure 4.3
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TABLE 4.1
CURRENT 
SCENARIO







FUTURE 
SCENARIO






STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF ‘CURRENT’ AND ‘FUTURE’ SCENARIOS
STRENGTHS
WEAKNESSES
Immediate specialisation, without the need of a ‘general’ year,is good for
 Uses a points system – performance on exam day dictates;
people who know exactly what they want: “if you know what you want,
 Unpredictability of points – “points change every year so it is hard to know
you don’t have to wait”;
what you need”;
The entry system is anonymous and there can be no bias or discrimination
 Competitiveness of ‘points’ system;
with the selection;
 Unforgiving system – you can miss out by a few points;
Broad choice of options;
 Making life decisions too early;
The entry system is clear and concrete;
 You can pick a specialised subject and realise you don’t like it and you don’t
Encourages study and hard work to achieve points;
have a chance to change;
Allows colleges to determine your academic quality;
 Unnecessary pressure and stress;
Gives a sense of direction as the points required provide targets.
 Creates divisions between ‘stupid and smart’;
 Encourages a memory game;
 Prevents people from pursuing professions they would be suited to;
 Not all options are included in the CAO e.g. agriculture courses.
Delays decisions on career paths until a later age when you have a better
 Perceived as an inferioror less elite degree as “it does not separate you
understanding of the course and possible career paths;
from everyone else when you just have a common degree instead of a
Gives people time to think and means you are not making rash decisions
specific course”2;
due to CAO deadlines;
 There are lots of disadvantages to doing a ‘general’ year first:
Option to change mind on career path (in Year 2 of ‘higher education’
 Delays specialisation, especially for people who already know what
course);
they want;
More emphasis on what students want and not what they can get;
 Wasting time if you know what you want;
Reduces stress and pressure which allows for more informed decisions;
 You are not guaranteed your specialist choice;
There are lots of advantages to doing a ‘general’ year first:
 Generalisation means doing subjects you don’t want to do;
 Good for people who do not know what they want to do;
 Impersonal system due to larger numbers in lectures;

2

Many participants in the consultation event were of the firm belief that if they gained entry for a specific course, they would be in smaller classes specifically dedicated to
that course. Even when an expert from the HEA was called for clarification on this point in a number of instances the participants found it difficult to believe that students
who gained entry via a denominated course could be following the same curriculum in large classes with students who accessed the course via ‘common entry’.

14
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 Gives people a taster or foundation in lots of areas;
 Gives people time to get a sense of the course;
 You can fall back on general subjects if you don’t like a certain part of the
course;
 Gives more time to experience college life and course subjects;
 More emphasis on what people ‘want’ in college, not what they can get.







Still encourages a memory game;
Still uses a points system - performance on exam day still dictates;
Might make people lazy as will require less effort;
Would not work for some courses;
Moves pressure forward to when you have to specialise.
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4.2
NEW IDEAS & SUGGESTIONS
The participants also had the opportunity to record any ‘new ideas’ or suggestions that were not a
feature of either the ‘current’ or ‘future’ scenarios. As the participants felt that both the current and
future scenarios constitute an ‘impersonal system’ as there are no interviews, many of the
suggestions focused on alternative entry mechanisms to third level education, including;
Students should have to do an exam and an interview in order to access a particular college course;
Students should submit a portfolio and a personal statement after you reach a minimum
requirement through exams;
Students should get courses based on marks in subjects relevant to the course, coupled with an
interview and any other requirements (like the UCAS system);
Having ‘back doors’ into high point courses such as medicine and veterinary courses so that there
are alternative ways in if you don’t secure enough points;
Only allocating points to the subjects that are relevant to the course you want to take.

Some of the other suggestions included:
 “The need to broaden focus away from getting to college” and “more towards career and
interests”;
 Have ‘taster’ lectures for secondary school students or other ‘taster’ events such as ‘shadow a
student week’ or ‘residential week’;
 Having a system to facilitate changing courses in 3rd level.
4.3
SUMMARY OF FEATURES CONSIDERED KEY IN ANY NEW SCENARIO
It is worth noting again that the participants did not think either the ‘current’ or ‘future’ scenarios
addressed the wider issues with the Leaving Certificate, namely that there needs to be an entire
reform of the senior cycle and Leaving Certificate where the education system is not dominated by
a points system or where the exam process merely fosters a memory game.
In that context and taking the key strengths of both scenarios into account, the participants
prioritised the following ideas as the most important features to retain in any new system:
 Delayed decision making on course and career choice (although they would prefer if people
who know what they want could specialise immediately);
 Option to change mind on course choice before and during college courses;
 No bias or discrimination in the selection process;
 Broad choice of course options;
 Clear System of application;
 Reduced stress and pressure.

In the same context and combining the key weaknesses of both scenarios, the participants
prioritised the following ideas as the most important features to eliminate in any new system:
 Delayed specialisation for those who know what they want;
 A competitive points system;
 An unpredictable points system;
 An unforgiving points system where a few marks can prevent a career path;
 Inferior degrees that are too general;
 Making life decisions too early;
 No chance to change your mind;
 Pressure and stress;
 Exams that encourage a memory game.
16
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OUTCOMES & ANALYSIS: GRADING BANDS

The commitment on ‘grading bands’ is to reduce the
number of grading bands used in the Leaving Certificate
examination. The ‘Supporting a better transition from
second level to Higher Education’ report notes that ‘those
who advocate the use of broader grade bands believe that
the use of narrow grade bands puts pressure on students to
achieve marginal gains in examination performance, and as
a consequence focuses excessive student attention on the
assessment process rather than the achievement of broader
learning objectives’. The outcomes of this consultation
confirm that senior cycle students would agree with that
assertion.
Again, before outlining what the participants considered the merits and demerits of the three
systems presented to them, it is critical to note that the participants were very strong in the view
that the very discussion on the three grading scenarios presented “avoids the main issue” and “is
missing the main point”. This ‘main point’ was that all three scenarios were still dependent on the
CAO and points system, both of which they thought needed to be reviewed first. Indeed, the
students thought that they “should be able to propose solutions before being asked for our
opinions on what scenario works better”. In addition, the participants thought that “none of these
options will change rote learning, cramming or bad teaching”.
5.1
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF ‘GRADING BAND’SCENARIOS
Following a presentation on the key features of three grading scenarios, outlined in Figure 5.1, the
participants were invited to explore the strengths and weaknesses of each scenario. As outlined
above, this discussion was contextualised by the fact that the participants were of the very strong
view that changing the grading band options did not constitute the necessary reform to improve the
transition from second to third level. In this context, the participants gave their views on the
strengths and weaknesses of each grading scenario, which are outlined in Table 5.1 below.
Figure 5.1
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TABLE 5.1
SCENARIO 1
(BROAD
SCALE)

SCENARIO 2
(11 POINT
SCALE)

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF ‘GRADING BAND’ SCENARIOS
STRENGTHS
 Larger band between each grade means:
 There is not pressure on every single point which may reduce
‘teaching to the test’;
 There is margin for error;
 Students have more of a chance to succeed;
 Less elitism as “you are not specifically a B1 or B2 student”;
 Differentiating between A1 and A2 will cater for high achievers;
 Less stress and pressure as it “might not be as hard to get points”;
 Simple and straightforward system to understand;
 Less competitive.
 Similar or better than the current system;
 Rewards hard work and dedication ensuring that “hard workers
receive higher grades” and “it separates the hard workers from
the less hard working”;
 The specific grade boundaries mean:
 “It is not degrading”;
 “People will push themselves more” because “every bit of
effort counts” and “if you are getting B2s you are more likely
to push yourself and get a B1”;
 Less chance of going down a grade;
 You can still get a higher level within each band.














WEAKNESSES
There is less incentive to achieve and putting in the work or extra
effort is not recognised;
Geared towards lower grade students which is “completely
unfair” although some participants also felt that it was “not fair
on lower grade students”;
The grading bands are too broad resulting in “lumping people
together”;
Still an impersonal system without interviews.
The participants also commented that “they changed the old
system for a reason”.
Not enough of a change from the old system as it will still:
 Feature all the problems of the old system;
 Result in a lot of stress for students and teachers;
 Have too many grading bands;
 Be an impersonal system dependent on the CAO and points
system;
The disadvantages of the specific grading bands are:
 E, F, NG are unnecessary grades – all should be in one band;
 D3 was better for students who were struggling with certain
subjects;
 They are favourable towards high achievers;
 It is an unforgiving system as “you could just miss out by a
small margin”;
Very confusing and “not as straightforward as it should be”;
There would be loads of re-checks.
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SCENARIO 3  Fairest of all three systems presented (although it was considered
(10% SCALE)
‘the best of a bad lot’) because;
 No unnecessary failure grades;
 More passing grades and more of a chance of getting a better
grade;
 Difference of 10% is fair and unbiased;
 Less elitist without the A1/B1 grades;
 Less stress and pressure resulting in more success;
 Clear and easy to understand with “simple brackets of 10%”;
 Seems more in line with systems in other countries;
 Good encouragement for people to aim higher;
 Bands are wide enough to discourage ‘teaching to the test’.

 Less motivation as there is not enough reward for hard work and it
is too easy to get points;
 Less incentive to improve;
 Does not reward high achievers;
 Grading bands are too broad;
 Over 20% should be recognised as a grade;
 Rote learning is still going to happen.
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5.2

OUTCOME OF VOTE ON PREFERRED OPTION
At the end of the discussion on the strengths and weaknesses of each of the three grading bands,
the participants were asked to vote on their preferred choice. Each young person was given a single
vote. The outcome of the vote is illustrated below in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2

GRADING OPTIONS

BROAD
SCALE
2%

11 POINT SCALE
25%

10% SCALE
73%

Clearly, an overwhelming 73% majority of the 56 participants favoured Scenario 3 (10% scale)
although some 25% opted for Scenario 2 (11 point grade scale). A mere 2% of participants favoured
Scenario 1 (Broad Scale). However, in keeping with the overall context of this discussion and vote,
which participants felt avoided the fact that it is the entire system and dependency on the
CAO/points system that needs reform, it was also pointed out that “we only pick scenario 3 as a
‘best of a bad lot’ because it is fairer”.
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5.3

SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS ON ‘GRADING BANDS’

 Changing the ‘grading bands’ will not improve the transition from second to third level as all
three proposed scenarios are still dependent on the CAO and points systems;
 None of the proposed three options will change rote learning, cramming or bad teaching;
 There was almost no support for Scenario 1 (Broad Scale) as:
 There is less incentive to achieve and hard work is not recognised;
 It is geared towards lower grade students and;
 Grading bands are too broad;
 Some 25% supported Scenario 2 (11 point scale) as it:
 Rewards hard work and dedication and the specific grading bands mean:
 It is not degrading;
 Less chance of going down a grade and;
 You can still get a higher level within each band.
 Students did not favour Scenario 2 (11 point scale) as it is:
 Not enough of a change from the old system and will still feature all of the problems from
the current system;
 Confusing and not straightforward;
 Unforgiving.
 73% of participants preferred Scenario 3 (10% scale) because it is:
 Deemed the fairest of all three systems presented as it has no unnecessary failure grades
and more passing grades and is;
 Less elitist;
 Likely to result in less stress and pressure.
 The participants only ‘picked Scenario 3 as a ‘best of a bad lot’ because it was fairer.
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6

KEY CONCLUSIONS

The fifty six participants demonstrated enormous clarity and insightfulness on the issues that they
were asked to explore and discuss at the consultation event on the transition from second level to
third level education. There are a number of key conclusions to be made in each of the areas
discussed on the day.
OVERALL PERCEPTION OF THE LEAVING CERTIFICATE
The participants’ perceive the Leaving Certificate as entirely exam-focused and dominated by
rote learning in order to play a tactical and competitive ‘points game’. It is also perceived as
curriculum-heavy, resulting in teachers and students alike being under enormous time pressure,
forced to cram and unable to teach or learn in a creative way. The overall perception is of a
deeply flawed and unfair system that stunts personal development and actually makes the
transition from second level to third level education very difficult.

IMPACT ON STUDENTS
The impact on senior cycle students is that they are under enormous and constant pressure and
stress and feel unprepared for life after school. They feel compelled to rote-learn, cram and
choose subjects that facilitate that style of learning in order to play the ‘points game’. This can
often culminate in students choosing subjects and career paths based on points rather than
what they are interested in and passionate about which contributes to the drop-out rate in third
level. Moreover, they are asked to make defining decisions about their careers and lives at too
young an age which can sometimes mean they feel that they have no sense of direction in life.
The students also feel devoid of the chance to be creative and express themselves.

REFORM OF THE TRANSITION FROM SECOND LEVEL TO THIRD LEVEL EDUCATION
Given this overall perception and the intrinsic nature of the concerns with the Leaving Certificate
‘system’, the participants felt that the entire senior cycle of second level needs to be reformed.
Indeed they observed that the discussions on ‘broadening entry’ and revised ‘grading bands’
were somewhat pointless as they avoided the main sources of the problem, namely the
domination of the CAO and points system as an entry mechanism to third level education.
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BROADER ENTRY
Despite the context outlined above, the participants wanted any new entry mechanism to
feature a clear system of application and broad choices of course options with an unbiased
selection process. Any new system should also delay decision making on the exact course and
career choice until a later age and include an option to change your mind before course selection
and in the early stages of the course.
Moreover, any new entry mechanism should eliminate a points system that is competitive,
unpredictable and unforgiving nor it should be dependent on exams that encourage a memory
game. The new system should also not delay specialisation for those who know what they want
nor result in over general degrees that are perceived as inferior. Most importantly, any new entry
mechanism should greatly reduce the pressure and stress on students.

GRADING BANDS
The participants concluded that no one of the three scenarios proposed would do anything to
address the issues of rote learning, cramming or bad teaching. Moreover, as all three proposed
grading scenarios were still CAO and points dependent, the participants did not think changing
the grading system alone would improve the transition from second level to third level
education.
There was almost no support at all for the ‘Broad Scale’ scenario on the basis that the grading
bands are too broad, it is geared towards lower grade students and has disincentive effects on
hard work.
A quarter of the participants supported the ’11 point scale’ as conversely, it rewarded hard
work. Furthermore, the grading bands allowed for a higher level in each band, students might
have less of a chance of going down a grade and the bands were not degrading. However, the
demerits of the 11 point scale were also considered significant as it was not deemed enough of
a change from the current system and would therefore feature all of the problems of the current
system. The 11 point scale was also perceived as unforgiving and confusing.
A very significant majority of 73% supported the ‘10% scale’ option on the basis that it was
deemed the fairest of all three scenarios presented because it has no unnecessary failure grades,
more passing grades, is less elitist and is likely to result in less stress and pressure. However, the
participants indicated that they opted for Scenario 3 as the ‘best of a bad lot’.
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7

APPENDICES

APPENDIX 7.1 PROGRAMME FOR THE DAY
Supporting a Better Transition from 2nd Level to 3rd Level
11:30

Welcome and Introduction to consultation
Post It Exercise: “If an American came to Ireland what words would come to mind to
explain the Leaving Certificate.”

11:40

Icebreakers
Grouping of Post-its (Facilitators)

12:00

World Cafe
The question for this discussion is, ‘What effect is this theme having on....”
 Section 1 : Individual young people
 Section 2: The way you are taught
 Section 3: The education system in Ireland

1:05

Wrap Up of key points that have come up through the morning

1:10

Lunch

1:55

Overview Presentation - introducing the rationale for reform and themes to be
discussed.
Broader Entry: Presentation of proposed models  Status Quo ( the present system)
 Middle Ground (75% of students would have common entry with the remaining
25% specialising for such disciplines as medicine, law etc.)

2:05

Broader Entry – Strengths, Weaknesses and New Ideas
Round Table Discussion with Placemat

2:45

Games at Table

2:50

Grading Bands: Presentation of proposed models

2:55

Grading Bands – Strengths, Weaknesses & Vote on Preferred Option
Round Table Discussion with Placemat

3:25

Wrap Up on key discussion points from afternoon
Evaluation

3:30

Close
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APPENDIX 7.2 CONSULTATION WORKSHOP NOTES
APPENDIX 7.21:
NOTES FROM MORNING DISCUSSIONS
The notes from the discussions on each workshop theme are replicated below.
 =
Points that specifically address the question are listed first;
S =
Suggestions/proposed solutions points are listed second and in italics;
 =
Any general points are listed last.
THEME
WHAT EFFECT IS IT HAVING ON
WHAT EFFECT IS IT HAVING ON THE WAY
INDIVIDUAL YOUNG PEOPLE?
YOU ARE TAUGHT?
CRAMMING &  Stress
 Exam focused rather than learning
MEMORY/
 Under pressure to give the expected
focused
ROTE
answer
 Being taught the shortcuts instead of
LEARNING FOR  Pressure on mental health and well
understanding the subjects
EXAMS
being
 The teachers are not teaching the full
 Discouraged from thinking for yourself
course
 Transition to third level is made difficult  Teachers don’t care if you learn – they
because rote learning is not how it is
just have to get the course covered by
done in third level
the end of the year
 Picking subjects based on being able to  Focused on one way of doing things
rote learn
 Very narrow way of being taught
 Radical change from 2nd level to 3rd
 Teachers depend on textbooks rather
level
than knowledge
 Teachers are telling people exactly how
S Students should be given the option of
to answer a question
doing more practical work (within the
 If the teacher is good at writing good
line of work)
study notes, it affects us
S Projects to prove your understanding
 Stress affects your learning capability
e.g. oral interviews: some people are
not great learners but can talk better
S More practical experiments















WHAT EFFECT IS IT HAVING ON THE
EDUCATION SYSTEM?
Certain subjects not taught properly i.e.
French, Irish – just learning, not
understanding
Learn off essays, not own opinion
Examiners reward you for rote learning
Told to just learn the sample answer
Rote learning occurs because of the
broad range of subjects we have to
cover
Quality of notes and quality of teachers
affect your results
Teachers are only teaching some parts
of the curriculum
Overload of subjects causes cramming
A flawed system being rewarded for
memory rather than understanding
Being forced to take certain subjects for
university courses
Students are picking subjects that
guarantee higher points but they might
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about the subjects
 Narrow focus on exams – not able to
concentrate on really understanding
the subject
 Being restricted in what you learn
about the subject affects later life

S
S
S
S

Teachers need to give more confidence
Needs to be more practically focused
Expression in own words should be
encouraged
Interaction with the teachers to help
students confidence

 Teacher can be great at a subject but
cannot transfer the knowledge

HARD WORK &
STUDY +
PRESSURE &
STRESS

 Pressure
 Puts a lot of needless stress into the life
of a young person
 Increases panic attacks, insomnia,
stress-related illnesses
 Have to deal with additional problems
like anxiety
 Always feel stressed
 Lose hope and give up
 Less sleep
 Turn to drink and smoke
 Risk of students suffering mental health
issues
 Students in 6th year constantly looking
to exams in June
 No social life
 Cuts out life (social aspect and sports)













Cram
Forced
Exam focused only
Not understanding, just learning off by
heart
Teachers focus on learning off by heart
instead of a proper understanding of
the subject – which is extremely
stressful for people who do not learn in
that manner
Pressure you must learn off by heart
Just gives you sheets to learn off and
reproduce in exam, not focused on
students work
Pressured into learning word for word
To remember the information not to
understand it.

not be interested in them
S

S
S

Need more practical work to show
understanding i.e. engineering
practical;
Curriculum needs to be reduced in some
subjects
Inspections – more frequent and
necessary

 Gives a false sense of someone’s
knowledge of subject
 Course points go up because of demand
instead of interest
 People go into courses on points
instead of interest and that is why there
is a huge drop-out rate
 No certainty of points from year to year
 System adds pressure to teachers to
perform
 Focus on quantity of work and study
rather than quality of work
 Backlash against system because of the
amount of pressure people are put
under by it
 To get good points you need to be good
at all subjects e.g. languages, maths,
science....
 It is all about studying and learning
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 No time for exercise
 A lot of competition among students
 Everybody puts pressure on us to do
well
 Discourages people from going to
college occasionally
 Take easier options
 Studying hard for subjects that may not
relate to your course which may hinder
the study of the most important
subjects for your course
 Not able to focus on personal
developments
 May lose interest completely
 In 6th year, your holiday time is not your
holiday time – no break.
S
S

Support should be provided to help
students plan study and study
Young people do not know how to study
properly. Having the correct study skills
set would lead to a lot less stress

 A lot of time is wasted finding a way to
study when it could just be explained
 Stigma of attending certain colleges e.g.
ITs instead of TCD or UCD which are
seen as best

 Teachers rush through course and don’t
explain anything
 Teachers are not able to teach the
whole curriculum fast enough so you
are under pressure to finish it on top of
homework and study
 Huge course – no time to cover it
properly
 Quality lacking because of time
pressure
 Teachers don’t understand the amount
of time needed for each subject
 One speed rate – if you can’t keep up, it
is your fault
 Students given quota of length of time
to set aside for study
 Focused on getting you 600 points, not
what actually has an effect on your life
 Maths is thought to be superior by
teachers (because of extra points)
 Teaches people to cope with hard work
 Teaches people to focus on specific
topics and not the bigger picture
 Stunts creativity
 Encourages narrow minds
S

Some schools have study skills lessons
at the beginning of the year

things off by heart
 Competitive points system
S

Should be just subjects you need for
your course – not general subjects

 Stressed students leads to mental
health issues
 Financial pressure on families
 Put pressure on people by taking too
many marks away for spelling mistakes
 People who don’t get enough points
are deemed not to have worked hard
enough by system/people
 Too much focus on one exam
 Bell curve – one type of learning
 Don’t tell you about alternative entry to
college
 Learning off and cramming does not
measure a person’s intelligence
 Quantity over quality is common place
 Learning off by heart
 How is one system supposed to suit all
students considering the fact that
everyone is different with different
needs?
 How come the Leaving Certificate does
not allow for creativity or other talents?
 How is ‘An trial’ relevant to life?
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IT DECIDES
YOUR FUTURE

 Stressful
 If something happens e.g. a death in
the family or you are sick, you still have
to do your exam – not fair
 You have to pick subjects you don’t like
 Individual values are lowered
 You don’t learn relevant information
 Information learned is not applicable to
everyday life
 Sense of direction vs. No sense of
direction






Spoon fed information
Learning off by heart
Tactics and playing the points game
Doing subjects you may not be strong in
because they are compulsory
 Aim is to get points not focus on life
skills

S
S

 Should the Leaving Certificate be the
only route to a career?
 Disabilities compromise your first
choice
 The smallest amount of points can
make or break your future
 Picking subjects is hard

S

Teachers need to be taught how to
teach
Teachers need to be under more
pressure
Languages should be taught from a
younger age

 Business class – life skills
 Lack of life based material – when do
we use it again?

 The work done in chosen subjects may
not relate to the direction you want to
move in
 Who decides what is important or
necessary for young people in Ireland
today to learn?
 Some subjects nearly useless in later
life – unless you want to be a primary
school teacher or Guard, will never use
Irish again.
 In school for six years – all leads up to 2
hour exam
 Exploit flaws and loopholes
 Different kind of smart is not
represented
 Points system does not factor in
anything other than book smart –
ability to ‘copy and paste’
S
S
S
S

Continuous assessment
Irish should be taught differently –
better qualified Irish teachers
IT & Science should be more prominent
Teachers should be either retrained or
fired

 How to get points
 All leads up to this ‘final exam’
 Not an accurate portrayal of
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IT DECIDES
YOUR FUTURE
(2)

 Depends on your parents and
background how driven you are to
succeed
 Aim to leave plans elsewhere
 Don’t take account of younger students
 Your choices change as you get older
 Some people are not book smart but
are still intelligent
 Your future depends on points
 Too young to make decisions on future
 Don’t know what to pick in 1st, 2nd year
subject choices – too young
 You are not allowed to vote until you
are 18 so why should we have the
ability to shape the future of Ireland at
6/17?
 Minimises your options in courses and
colleges you want to do and go to
 Students feel the need to stay in the
course and complete their 3-4 years in
college even if they don’t enjoy the
course. This is due to all the hard work
put into getting there – waste of 3-4
years of life
 Not enough information given when
making subject choices
 People have high expectations of
people. Leads to thinking that you will
fail if you disappoint them = lots of

 When doing a non-exam subject, you
get a chance to voice your opinion
(religion)

intelligence/aptitude
 Project maths – not even teachers
know what it is about

 Teachers teach in an exam-focused way
not what will benefit in the real world
 You are taught how to beat the Leaving
Certificate, not the subject
 Taught to learn off chunks of
information by heart, not to
understand and think for ourselves
 Teaches you to cram and not to
understand
 Taught for the short term not for the
long term
 Cramming
 Emphasis on short term memory not
long term knowledge
 Not a great push to take higher levels
from some teachers which can cause
conflict in some schools
 You are so stuck on trying to get your
requirements for college that you don’t
really learn anything
 Taught to memorise, not to inform or

 System focuses on information not
skills
 Education system does not offer second
chances – cannot re-sit an exam
without repeating a whole year and all
other exams
 Education system does not teach you to
be an adult, pay taxes or get a
mortgage – it teaches you how to
remember pointless stuff
 Fully dependent on points rather than
dreams and aspirations. If people are
passionate about a career, they will
make it happen. People that get into a
course based on points still drop out
and people who want the course have
to do something else.
 The Leaving Certificate does not
prepare you for life after school
 7 subjects completely unrelated to
course you want
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pressure
 Stress if topic you study does not come
up – so much to study
 Waste years thinking you want to do
something but you don’t




S

People need to understand how to
manage issues in life such as going to
college, buying a house, job interviews
so they must be taught these at 2nd
level.

 How are you supposed to know at the
age of 16/17 what you want your future
to be?
 CAO does not work for farmers and
Teagasc courses
 CAO is a waste of time
 We are told what is best career for us
as teachers – how do they know?
 Skills are not taken into regard as
important for a future career
 We don’t get the subjects we want
 Having the options open to you based
on the points that you get





S

increase awareness of things that
matter
No teaching on survival or learning how
to pay bills, mental health, relationships
etc.
Taught about topics that won’t be
useful to us in our later lives
We are not given the chance to be
creative and express ourselves and our
talents. We have to do subjects we
have no interest in, subjects we don’t
want to pursue.
Second level makes us think we are
going to need everything we learn
which is not true
More practical work and subjects that
would prepare you for life and help in
making choices

 The curriculum is set – we don’t really
get room to say what we want on a
subject
 Irish workers are awful at problemsolving; limits in future jobs

 Even if you get enough points for
course, there is a chance you won’t get
a place. It is hard to work and study for
something when you don’t know if you
will get a place
S

S

Subject choice for the Leaving
Certificate defines potential careers –
choose subjects at 15 is way too young
Subjects should be taught on interactive
basis and teachers need to be
comfortable with this

 Points really define our future rather
than giving us our own choices and
chance at life
 Does not facilitate all our career
options
 Exams are a memory exam rather than
an intelligence exam
 There are not specific courses – some
courses are mixed e.g. counselling and
social studies
 Limited subject choices
 The marking scheme is unfair
 Waste of school years if you don’t get
enough points to get what you want
 Under pressure to have CAO complete.
Our opinions can change. It is difficult
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NUMBER OF
SUBJECTS

 Teachers put pressure on students to
stop out-of-school activities
 If involved in out-of-school activities, it
can cause more stress
 2 weeks of exams is really tiring
 Stress
 Limiting your choices based on peoples
interests
 Your choice in subject
 Learning specifically for exams
S

Irish course should focus on spoken Irish

 Cost of practical subjects
 The practicality of choices within each
subject
 Less subjects, better results (allegedly)
 Media pressure
 How it affects college/the future

 Some subjects given preference and
others given a back seat
 Timetable problems
 Depending on teacher, not teaching or
encouraging properly and not
prioritising subjects
 Teachers forget you have other subjects
 Smaller classes, more attention from
teachers
 Popular classes – not everyone
interested and focused and that affects
other students
 Learning for exams
 Less subjects – more time to focus on
individual subjects
 Hard to learn something you don’t like






S
S
S
S

to decide what you want to do for the
rest of your life on a bit of paper. We
need to be allowed to change our mind
8 types of learning – 7 exams on one
type
How are you supposed to know what
career you would like to pursue based
on 7/8 subjects – does not allow for all
career types – choices are too
mechanical
Practical subjects too costly
Too broad – makes the transition
difficult
Some subjects are given preference,
others given a back seat
Do the teachers really care or just want
results?
Everyone should have the same choice
in every school
More freedom of choice
Balance of subjects
Refresher courses for teachers

 Too much of a workload
 Options differ from school to school
 Options available are based on the
whole population not the individual
 Teachers ego
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POINTS
SYSTEM

 Teachers give too much work
 Being interested in your subjects
 What kind of learner you are i.e.
kinetic, learn by ear, memorise, learn
by reading/writing notes
 Stress
 Pressure
 Encourages depression and suicidal
thoughts
 Points keep changing – very scary
 Less points = less pride
 Doesn’t reflect on the work you did
over 6 years
 People who are not able for higher
maths are under pressure to do it to get
the extra points and don’t have enough
time to study their other subjects
 Don’t remember the information in the
long term
 People with better memory get
rewarded
 If you can’t memorise, you are screwed
 You might choose a high point course
because you can and not because it is
what you want
 People approach the exams whatever
way will get them the points
 No time to do anything else
 No social life

 Timetabling means you cannot do
certain subjects

 Taught for the test
 Teaching to get results – no emphasis
on expanding your mind; totally examfocused;
 Not taught to have an interest in a
subject
 Education is for learning-not points
 Everything is taught in a way to get
more points
 More emphasis on maths – why have
extra points for maths and not other
subjects?
 What came up in past papers
 Teachers can just teach those who will
get As and not those who could
improve
 Enticing students to sit the Leaving
Certificate in a different language to get
extra points
 Not learning actual things that will
benefit in the future
 Playing the points game
S

Learn for the sake of learning – not

 Very flawed system
 Unfair system
 Completely dictated by the points
system
 Choosing courses for the Junior Cert
prevent you from doing some courses
for the Leaving Certificate and
therefore the college course you want
 Primary school focused on personal
development – no focus in second level
 Which course you get is academically
based – no input of interest or passion
(i.e. through an interview)
 “I used to love Irish, now I hate it
because of the lack of points I will get
from it”
 You don’t learn life lessons from
Leaving Certificate
 Leaving Certificate is a test based on
how well you retain information
 Turns people off education
 Learning was fun in primary school
 Not realistic to be taught based on
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POINTS
SYSTEM (2)

Very academic focused
No practical or life skills
Socially impacts you
Does not prepare you for college
Learning off
Every teacher thinks only about their
subject

 When you are in 6th year, you realise for
the first time in your life that you don’t
know where you will be next
September
 Stigma of repeating the Leaving
Certificate
 Learn more from Comhairle than from
school
 I learn more from life and peers than
pointless information in school
 Do 7 subjects but then some people
only focus on 6 because they are the
only ones counted
 Not a fair reflection on the student
 Stress on students to get all the details
down – even someone who is brilliant
at it but can’t learn it off won’t do well
in the exam
 People pick subjects for easy choice
 Suitability – they get the points but not
the right person e.g. medicine

S
S
S

passing the exam
There should be freedom of learning
More practical stance must be adopted
Should be more relaxed and freedom of
learning







 Learn for the test – not to be informed
 Teach for the points, not to help you
learn
 You are taught to learn off subjects
content via essays and sample
questions rather than showing your
knowledge and opinion
 Subjects focus on academic side – little

points
English education system is better
Points come out really late in year
before college, no time to prepare
Points system is not about interests,
just academics
Nothing to relieve stress
Stigma, stigma, stigma

 Puts pressure on teachers to teach
everything in an unrealistic timeframe –
teachers turn to predictability and
guessing what will be on the Leaving
Certificate paper
 Predictable material on papers and too
much material to cover in the Leaving
Certificate – after school lessons to get
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 You are not learning whole picture, just
learning specifics off
 Piles on pressure, points get higher and
higher each year for some courses
 Forced to take on subjects you don’t
want just to get points
S

Religion is important and should be
taken more seriously despite not being
a points subject

 Bundled together – saying there is only
one form of intelligence i.e. academic
 Should not be judged on past results
especially if there is a reason for doing
badly e.g. illness
 Status of courses for 3rd level based on
points
 Even if you get the points, you may not
get a place – lottery system. Why not
an interview?














put into practice in class
Spoon fed information
Cramming information into lessons etc.
Time you study rather than how –
quality over quantity
Affecting teachers
No creativity in teachers
Lack of creativity
Teachers only care about their subjects
Teachers don’t help you how to learn –
they just tell you how to cram
Streaming of classes
Look at the predictability
Only one way to teach
Makes you work but not in the right
way

 Not enough practical work







S
S
S

S

the materials needed for exam finished
on time
Effects the way teachers teach their
subjects
Points system based on demand for
each course. Points are high not
because it is a challenging course but
because many people want a place in
the course. High demand = high points
Too much of a leap between honours
and pass maths
Focuses solely on the final exam and
points
Effects the image of all 3rd level courses
Physical education should be taken
more seriously
Career guidance should be improved in
schools
Would be better if it was more like
England and A levels – do what you like
not what you are told to do
Should be based on subjects that affect
your course choice e.g. medicine,
biology and chemistry

 RCSI look for your Junior Certificate and
6th year summer exam when applying
for scholarship
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 Department does not consider young
people
 Too much time spent on non-exam
subjects e.g. religion which could be
used on other subjects
 Marking of the papers is unfair and not
clear
 Points are about demand and not
academic requirement
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APPENDIX 7.22
BROADER ENTRY: STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES & NEW IDEAS
The notes from the discussions on the strengths and weaknesses of both the current scenario and the proposed new scenario are replicated below. New
ideas independent of these two prescribed scenarios were also recorded. The top three strengths and weaknesses, as voted by the participants, are also
outlined below.
 =
Points that specifically address the question are listed first;
 =
Any general points are listed second.
STRENGTHS
WEAKNESSES
NEW IDEAS
GROUP 1
CURRENT
 Not bias – anonymity
 Points change every year and it is hard to
 No points – get courses on
SCENARIO
 Wide range of subjects leaves more
predict the change to know exactly how many
subjects needed for course,
(CS)
options open
points you need
requirements and interviews (like
 Suits people who can learn stuff off by
UCAS)
heart
 Way it is being taught
 Students should have work
 Subject number can be too much for some
experience so that they know
people
what they want to do
 Doesn’t suit people who are more practical
than academic
 One exam – not continuous assessment
NEW SCENARIO  Easier
 Looks like an arts degree – inferior
(NS)
 Opt out option in year 2 so you can choose  Possibility of competition in year 2
a different path
 Still based on CAO – impersonal
 Delays decision making to when you have
 No interviews
a better understanding
 People who want specific courses may be cast
 More experience in field of interest
aside.
 Not making rash decisions due to
deadlines
 Avoiding the actual problem which is that the
system needs changing
TOP THREE
 Delays decision making – gives a better
 No interviews (CS & NS)
understanding (NS)
 Points change every year and hard to predict
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GROUP 2
CURRENT
SCENARIO
(CS)

NEW SCENARIO
(NS)

TOP THREE

 Easier (NS)
 Not making rash decisions due to
deadlines (NS)

how many points you need (CS)
 Looks like an arts degree – inferior (NS)

 Choice
 If you know what you want, you get
straight into it and don’t have to wait. It is
focused and direct
 Something to cater for everyone’s interest
 No interviews etc. – it is points for
everyone (some exceptions)
 Lots of places offering the same course
 Very concrete – everything is laid out
clearly
 Can get access via stepping stones at a
PLC.

 Fluctuating points year by year
 Competition for points
 Unforgiving system (you can miss out by a
couple of points)
 Location affects points from one college to
another

 Gives people time to think – delays
decision into college life
 More likely to get what you want
 Gives you a broader education which
employers may want
 Gives more understanding of the area you
are going into
 Takes some of the stress away
 More achievable
 Choice (CS)
 Still need to broaden the number of places
for entry to some course e.g. Teacher

 The need to broaden focus away
from getting to college and more
on career and interests
 To broaden the number of places
where courses are available

 Finality of CAO, deadlines
 Pressure during the Leaving Certificate for
choosing CAO courses
 Evaluated on unrelated subjects e.g. maths in
Leaving Certificate
 Focus on having to get to college
 Delays for specialisation
 Moving the pressure forward
 Black-spot for failure

 Fluctuating points year by year (CS)
 Unforgiving system (you can miss out by a
couple of points) (CS)
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GROUP 3
CURRENT
SCENARIO
(CS)

Training (NS)
 Gives people time to think – delays
decision into college life (NS)

 Black-spot exists – in broader entry you may
have to do parts of a subject that are not your
aptitude e.g. in business you may want to do
marketing but with common entry you have
to do accountancy which you might not be
good at, at all (NS)

 People are specialised after college in
certain areas with having a degree in a
specific course – could lead to walking
straight into a job






 Hear and Dare: RCSI only allowed Hear and
Dare in this year
 PLCs
 ‘Residential week’ and ‘Shadowing’ day.

NEW SCENARIO
(NS)

 Gives more options and opportunity in
college (which you might not know before
college)
 Good to fall back on general subjects if you
don’t like a certain part of course
 Less stress

Life decisions at young age
Stress
Not a lot of back door routes to college
Lack of knowledge of what the courses are
e.g. psychology

 Not all options included in CAO (agriculture)
 Specifics from Day 1 in college
 Leaving Certificate is awkward for people and
for those who have a disability
 Dependent on the points in the Leaving
Certificate

 Taster lectures for secondary
students e.g. ‘shadow a student
day’ or ‘residential week’
 Back doors into high point courses
e.g. medicine/veterinary (a safety
net: if you don’t get enough points
for the course, there could be
another way into it)
 Very awkward system e.g. you
have to qualify for help if you have
a learning difficulty
 Ways of learning are not specified
by teachers e.g. some people can
learn things off so easily whereas
others have to spend hours
studying

 If you don’t get enough points for the general
course (new system) then you miss out
 Less options
 Waste of time and money for students who
know what they want
 You could end up with a useless degree
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 Strength for people who don’t know what
they don’t want to do after Leaving
Certificate by doing a general year

TOP THREE

GROUP 4
CURRENT
SCENARIO
(CS)

 Less stress (NS)
 Good to fall back on general subjects if you
don’t like a certain part of course (NS)
 Strength for people who don’t know what
they want to do after Leaving Certificate
by doing a general year (NS)
 Choice
 Encourages study to meet the CAO points
 Colleges can determine your academic
quality
 LCVP – as an additional source and back up
for points

NEW SCENARIO
(NS)






Gives you a taster/general idea
Gives you a foundation
Specialise later in life
Less pressure

 People already doing overview courses

 Does not separate you from everyone else
when you just have a common degree instead
of a specific course
 It will not affect the Leaving Certificate
 Dependent on amount of points
 If you don’t get enough points for the general
course (new system) then you miss out (NS)
 Not all options are included in the CAO e.g.
agricultural courses (CS)
 Making life decisions at a young age (CS)







Unnecessary pressure
Elitist
Early specialisation
Unfair
PLC courses are looked down on

 Subjects relative to your degree
course are the ones that should be
counted.

 Leaving Certificate has become a
race/competition to enter into college
 2 years of work for one exam – all about
performance on the day
 Too many subject choices
 Can be boring for people who already know
what they want
 Pressure to get the points for the CAO criteria
– still uses the points system
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TOP THREE

GROUP 5
CURRENT
SCENARIO
(CS)

find it helpful to determine their future
 Specialise later in life (NS)
 Colleges can determine the academic
ability of the student applying for the
course (CS)
 Encourages study so as to meet CAO points
(get as many as possible) (CS)

 Still a memory game
 Performance on day of Leaving Certificate
determines so much in terms of points (CS &
NS)
 Still encourages a memory game at second
level (NS)
 Still uses a points system (NS)

 Reward for doing well in the Leaving
Certificate
 Pressure brings out competitive drive in
people and makes them work hard
 High level of pressure and commitment =
best of the best students for hard working
pressured work
 Gives you a sense of direction i.e. points
and targets
 If you know what you want, the current
system is good.

 Competitiveness/pressure may have negative
effect on some
 No reward if you fail or miss by 5 points
 Creates a greater division between ‘stupid
and smart’
 Type of exam and high points prevents people
getting in, even though they would be
suitable to the profession
 Confusion regarding course choice and
resulting career

 Cheaper than abroad

NEW SCENARIO
(NS)

 Less time trying to figure out where you
want to go
 Great to have a sense of the actual course
 More time to experience college life and
subjects

 2 years of learning 7-8 subjects but only four
hours to show your knowledge
 Lack of preparation – need more career
guidance
 Pupil: Teacher ratio too high
 Larger number of people in lectures
 Less personal time with lecturers – they can’t
help 400 people at once
 Perception that the courses are not as ‘elite’
 Not suitable for people who are only

 Rote learning is still going to
happen
 Still have to put in the work
Less motivation

 Submit a portfolio and a personal
statement after you have achieved
the requirements.
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TOP THREE

GROUP 6
CURRENT
SCENARIO
(CS)

 Better options of career course/path
 Could be easier to commit to your chosen
subjects once you have experienced it
 Submitting a portfolio and personal
statement after you have reached a
minimum requirement (New Idea)
 Points give you a sense of direction in
terms of target you need to aim for (CS)
 More time to experience a sense of the
degree course in new system (NS)

interested in one aspect of the course
 Slower for people who already know what
they want to do
 The Leaving Certificate exam as a means of
deciding how to get a future and into college
(CS & NS)
 Degree would be seen as inferior and not as
‘elite’ as old degree in current system (NS)
 Points can prevent people getting into their
profession - all depends on one exam (CS &
NS)

 If you already know what you want to do
you can specialise straight away, no need
to do a general year
 Unbiased – anonymous and no
discrimination

 Worry about points early on – you decide
what you do too early
 Course points are about demand and are not
fair
 Points are really the only way to get into
university
 Education should be personal – should be an
interview instead of a lottery (exam and
interview)
 Outdated
 No one monitors what teachers teach
 More emphasis on career guidance and
student support
 You just finish with education and then get a
job
 Being spoon-fed in school but in college you
are on your own

 Exam and interview for getting in –
not just points
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NEW SCENARIO
(NS)

TOP THREE

GROUP 7
CURRENT
SCENARIO
(CS)

 Less pressure in second level
 Students can make more informed
decisions
 More options and more of a chance
 Development of student in 5th and 6th year
 More emphasis on what the students want
in 3rd level education and not what they
can get
 More emphasis on what the students want
in 3rd level, not what they could get (NS)
 If you already know what you want to do,
no need for general year (CS)
 Less pressure = more informed decision
(NS)

 If you know what you want to specialise, you
may not appreciate being forced to go
through first year
 You are not guaranteed your specialist choice






 Some courses with high points can be out of
reach e.g. biomedical
 You can pick a specialised course and realise
you don’t like it and are stuck with it or drop
out. No chance to change
 Points can change

Broad choice
Good if you know exactly what you want
With people who want the same as you
You can choose what you want from the
beginning
 Smaller classes and better results
 Current system allows students to get a
feel for lots of subjects at basic level
(Junior Certificate)
 Colleges are giving the information needed
when deciding
 There are already some general courses
available as well as specialised courses e.g.

 You are not guaranteed your specialist choice
(NS)
 It is impersonal – just points (CS & NS)
 Too much worry about points early on (CS)

 Second level (senior cycle) needs
to be reformed (root of problem in
second level)
 Reduce number of secondary
students, it would make
specialised 3rd level choice less
daunting
 Too many subjects but not enough
variety
 System for course change over in
3rd level
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NEW SCENARIO
(NS)

TOP THREE

science in UCD has a mix of two
 Takes the stress off
 Good for people who don’t know exactly
what they want

 Good if you know exactly what you want
to do at third level (CS)
 Second level senior cycle needs to be
reformed – too many subjects but not
enough variety (CS & NS)
 New system takes stress off current
system – you can choose what you want
from the beginning (NS)









Wasting time if you know what you want
Affect their attitude going to college
Make people lazier in the effort they put in
Hard to get a level ground between students
Like second level education again
It wouldn’t work for some courses
New system – like 2nd level education again
(NS)
 Current system: you can pick a specialised
subject and realise you don’t like it – no
chance to change (CS)
 New system would not work for some
subjects (NS)

 Rote learning is still going to
happen
 Still have to put in the work
Less motivation
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APPENDIX 7.23
GRADING OPTIONS: STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES & COMMENTS
The notes from the discussions on the strengths and weaknesses of three specific options (outlined to the participants and above) are replicated below. A
number of comments and observations on the overall system were also recorded.
 =
Points that specifically address the question are listed first;
 =
Any general points are listed second.
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

GROUP 1
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3














Larger band between each grade
Fair until A1/A2
Clear cut
Less stress
Similar to current system
Not degrading
Better than current system
No unnecessary failure grades
Less stress
Difference of 10% is fair and unbiased
Less elitist no A1, B1 etc
Fairer

COMMENTS
 None of these options will change rote
learning, cramming or bad teaching

 Elitist as A1 and A2 still split

 E, F, NG are unnecessary failure grades. All
should be in one band
 Rote learning is still going to happen
 Still have to put in the work
 Less motivation

 The education system should not be so
selective

GROUP 2
Scenario 1

 None – we hate it

Scenario 2

 Less chance of going down a grade








Too broad
Lumping people together
Less incentive
Work is less appreciated
They changed the old system for a reason
Not even
44
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 Better than current system
Scenario 3






Taking the competiveness out of it
Most fair
Clearer (easier to understand)
Seems more in line with systems in other
countries

 Not enough of a change and will have
similar problems to current system
 Too easy to get points
 Less incentives to improve, especially for
high achievers

GROUP 3
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

 Not pressure on every single point
 Fact that A1 and A2 will separate out the
people who want to achieve
 Rewards hard work and dedication
 Hard workers receive the higher grade
 Separates the hard workers from the less
hard working
 Best option
 Sounds cool
 Striking a good balance
 Rewarding on an even scale
 Even, round, balanced

GROUP 4







Percentages are too wide
The extra effort is not recognised
It is too like the Junior Certificate
Too narrow
Not different enough






Too broad
Not enough reward for hard work
Less motivation
Not rewarding people who are high
achievers
 Missing the main point
 We don’t want a dependency on CAO. It is
too impersonal
 We should be able to propose solutions
before being asked for our opinions on
what scenario works better
 We really do not want the CAO
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Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

 People barely making the grade
 There is margin for error

 Similar to current system
 Not degrading
 Better than current system

 Best of bad bunch
 Fairest of all three

 An impersonal system







It is still the CAO!
Avoids the main issue (CAO & Points)
Impersonal system
Very confusing
Bell curve would change
Not as straight forward as it should be






Go back and review the CAO
Not addressing the issue
Bell curve would change
Doesn’t suit the smart people going for
A1s but it suits average people

 Isn’t it the same thing again?
 Avoiding the real issues
 We only pick Scenario 3 as a ‘best of a bad
lot’ because it is fairer

GROUP 5
Scenario 1

 Helps reduce teaching to the test
 You are not specifically a B1 or B2 student
 Gives student more of a chance to
succeed

Scenario 2

 Grade boundaries are fair enough
 The fact that the grades are specified is

 Not fair for lower grade students
 Completely unfair i.e. lower grades have
more of a chance than higher grade
achievers
 May be too relaxed - you don’t need to
know as much
 Should be equal: the distribution of grade
boundaries is unfair
 Still too many grades compared to other
scenarios
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good
 You won’t be too comfortable e.g. if you
are getting B2s you are more likely to
work harder and get a B1

Scenario 3

GROUP 6
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

 Practical tests and projects make
significant difference to your overall grade
 More passing grades
 Less complicated
 It is a good encouragement for people to
aim higher
 Less stress, more success!
 Boundary is wide enough to discourage
teaching to the test
 Fair
 More of a chance of getting a better grade
 Less pressure which causes mental health
problems. People will still be under
pressure but not to the same level
 Less options
 Might not be as hard to get points
 Simple and straightforward

 2 point scale is good (but not with present

 Unfair distribution (7/8)
 Still a lot of stress on students and
teachers
 Too many options for higher grades
 Not much of a change to the current
system
 Still teaching to the test
 One point could be a significant difference
 Grade boundaries are too big

 Makes it hard to excel and get what you
want
 Much too broad
 Harder to get particular grade
 Favourable towards high achievers
 It is really bad
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grade boundaries)
 Familiar

Scenario 3

GROUP 7
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

 The best option
 Simple brackets of 10% - easy to see
where a student is. It’s even
 Less variation
 Less grades









Less competitive – not as much elitism
Differentiates for the very highest level
A1 is achievable
Better for common entry
Possibly less stress and pressure
Boundaries are too big
Every bit of effort counts
Like the fact that you can get a higher
level within each band
 People will push themselves more
 Straightforward, even grade boundaries
 Being rewarded for H7/O7

 There would be loads and loads of
rechecks
 D3 was better for students who were
struggling with certain subjects
 Discouraging towards ordinary level
student
 We prefer the A, B, C’s!

 The boundaries are too broad
 People might work for less

 Unevenness, fluctuation, consistency
 Unforgiving system
 Just missing out by a small margin

 Over 20% should be recognised e.g. 2029%
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APPENDIX 7.3 ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Olivia McEvoy founded Cnag ar an Doras which provides consultancy to government and nongovernment organisations for which the meaningful inclusion of children and young people is
important. In addition to expertise in devising and delivering national consultation processes, policymaking, event management and independent evaluation, Olivia is recognised as a leading expert in
the field of youth participation in Ireland. Her client base includes the Office of the President of
Ireland, the Department of Children and Youth Affairs, the Department of An Taoiseach, the Equality
Authority, Trinity College Dublin and a host of youth services, including Belong To, Foróige and Youth
Work Ireland.
Previous reports on consultations with children and young people include:
 Youth-friendly version of ‘Young Voices – Have Your Say’ (2013)
 Child and youth-friendly versions of ‘Life as a Child in Ireland’: ‘Life as a Child in Ireland’ and ‘Life as a






Young Person in Ireland’ (2012)
Report on the National consultations with young people living in the care of the state (2010)
Youth-friendly version of the ‘GUI: The Lives of 9-Year-olds’ Report (2010)
Report on ‘Teenage Mental Health – What helps & What hurts?“ (2009)
Report on “Teenagers Views on Solutions to Alcohol Misuse’ (2008)
Report on the ‘Issues to be considered by the Minister for Children when examining the age of
sexual consent’ (2006)
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